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Steps: 

1) Initialize state in small code (unprotected).

2) Enlarge code distance (protected).

3) Run distillation circuit (protected).

Repeat 2) and 3) as needed to produce good |𝑇⟩.

4)   Inject |𝑇⟩ to apply 𝑇 gate (protected).

4.



Many inputs needed.

Clifford distillation circuit large.
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Optimized 2D color code (stabilizer circuits and decoder).

Simulated logical errors in a laid out 15-to-1 distillation circuit.

Searched over distances {𝑑1, 𝑑2, … , 𝑑N} → 𝑞out with min cost.
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Code switching steps: 

1) Prepare Bell state in 
2D codes

2) Prepare the 3D 
interior

3) Measure gauge 
operators

4) Gauge fix

5) Apply ത𝑇 and measure

6) Decode 𝑍 errors in 3D 
code



Optimized each step, finding:

• low-depth preparation and 
gauge-measurement circuits.

• efficient classical decoders 
for gauge fixing and error 
correction in 3D.

Overhead from inverting fit.

We bound impact of potential 
improvements by replacing 
each step by an optimal version.



e.g. What if there’s a better way 
to prepare the interior?

(Replacing with 3 time units of single-qubit error).
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ΓSD = max 𝛾, 2 ΓCS = 3≈ 2.46





Threshold (>0.3%) is very close to 
surface code (1%). We have not 
used X-Z correlations, or hook 
errors in decoder. 

Very slow convergence here 
toward threshold with distance. 

Full distance is NOT achieved. For 
example d=3 color code not FT 
for all single faults.






